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can Adelaide compete?
	



Future + Creative + Adelaide 



Predicting the future is hard 









In an age of disruption predicting the future is 
even harder	



Urbanisation  Global connectivity 

Technological change  Ageing population 
 

McKinsey, 2015 



Urban =  all cities are solving problems 





It is not just about buildings, it’s about the way 
you	feel	



Detroit 





Barcelona 



Global = connect, connect, connect 





Climate change 
Innovation 
Economic Growth 
Security 
Healthy Ageing 
Circular Economy 
Smart Industries 
Inclusive Society 



Melbourne 



Urban Mixologist 



Digital = innovate across platforms  



Internet impact 

Consumer	

Business	

Security/safety/warfare	

Education	

Healthcare	

Government/regulation/policy	
	

Sector of economy Internet is just 
beginning 



Seoul = sharing city 



Cities = Inventive 



The Internet of Things = $19 trillion opportunity 



Google = innovation 



Internet of things 
Robots 
3D printing 
Convergence 
Virtual reality 
 
 



Ageing = untapped talent 



‘Oldpreneurs’ 



Adventurous = 



Creativity in its myriad forms is now key to the economy 

and life	



Creative Economy 

Distributed and mixed 
Novel 

Freelance 

Connected 

Playful 

Industrial Economy 

Segmented 
Routine 

Employee 

Siloed 

Serious 



47% of existing jobs may be automated in the next 

10 years	



 
 
creativity + technology + entrepreneurialism = ?



The city is the platform 



Experiences + Curation + Story Telling + Games 
+ Trends + Platforms + Maker Movement 
+ Collaboration + Crossovers + Global Niches 

+ Experimentation	



Creative City Index Survey, 2014 



“Clean, safe and a little bit dull...   
the world's most liveable cities”	



Greater Adelaide as a platform for experimentation 



South Australia 



Adelaide CBD 



Greater Adelaide 



“Find out who you are and do it on purpose” 
Dolly Parton 



We create amazing talent 



But much of our talent has to leave if it is to realise 

its potential	



Experiment 
Mix it up and connect 
Take to the world stage as Adelaide 
Own a bold and risky idea  
Engage across all ages 
Freelance 
Feel the atmosphere 
Own our own weirdness 



Adelaide + Creative = Future 


